ESCAPE to PACIFIC - New documentaries from pristine islands

Melanesia
by Catamaran
"Escape to Nature" is going to explore the remote
Melanesia coral reefs on the Lagoon 55 catamaran and
make more than fifteen hours of documentary films
from the wildest Pacific archipelagos for distribution to
TV channels and cinemas:

Papua New Guinea
Salomon Islands
Vanuatu
New Caledonia
Fiji
Over a period of five years, the Escape to Nature team
will spend at least seven months a year on a catamaran
on a journey to discover the underwater world in places
where no one has ever filmed. We will visit remote
islands which have never been explored in-depth,
shooting footage of the lives of indigenous people about
which we still know very little. The catamaran Lagoon
will be fully exclusively equipped and adapted to sailing
entirely independently all the tools and supplies
necessary for sailing, living, and diving, as well as all the
equipment for filming in 4K resolution above and below
the water and drones for aerial shots, will be on board.
Victoria VR company shows parts of our project through
virtual reality in photorealistic quality-focused to Oculus
VR glasses.
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Modern Nomads
Exploring and Yachting
in the 21st century
What makes this project unique is that the team plans to shoot
the entire series at sea level throughout a five-year stay on a
catamaran. Underwater filmmakers and photographers will
explore the coral reefs on remote islands in the South Pacific
Ocean in an area called Melanesia.
To achieve this intimate exploration of the reefs, our team will
live onboard a catamaran, a type of yacht that is fast becoming
extremely popular and an excellent leisure tool for short and
long stays on the open water, for the duration of the project.
Life on a catamaran: controlling the sails, interactions
between team members during day-to-day filming, preparing
film equipment, various expected and unexpected situations,
encounters with underwater creatures and natives on the
islands, stories of the individual team members, including
scientists and biologists … and all can be a guide as well as an
inspiration for all “modern nomads”.
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The underwater world in unexplored islands, the Escape to Nature team will explore with the participation of well-known
biologists and worldwide known personalities of the nature preservation

“During the production of our earlier award-winning
documentary films, short videos, and footage shot in exotic
destinations in untouched parts of the world, including
encounters with incredible and rare wildlife under and above
water, we met many experts, including marine biologists and
conservationists. We decided to invite some of them to take
part in the filming with us. In each archipelago we visit, we
will focus on local fauna and flora with commentary by
experts from around the world. Profiles on various social
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media will be used to promote interest in the project and
contacts with potential partners. We will post trailers,
images, and necessary shooting information. The planned
launch of the project is sail by catamaran from Brisbane,
Australia direction to Papua New Guinea in 2022. We
estimate that we will produce at least three hours of
documentary films (three episodes) each year, with the final
part of the series will be completed during 2027 ”.
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and protection of weaker species. This has become the
fundamental pillars of evolution for us.

In our journeys around the world, we search for beautiful,
unique places that are full of life. Every day we gaze with
wonder at what we see and want nothing more than to
convey our experiences to people who have not yet had the
chance to see them for themselves.

The quest for balance is the most challenging task we face
because only change is something that escorts our lives. We
seek and sometimes find signs of natural wisdom in our
journeys, usually in places where opposites do not try to
eliminate one another, and there are fewer differences
between them.

Receiving awards from international film festivals and other
professional recognition is excellent, but it is not sufficient
motivation to make an effort to organize a new expedition,
especially when one stops to realize how fast the world is
changing: 97% of all vertebrates are humans, and only 3%
live outside modern civilization!
Biologists agree that the sixth mass extinction is already
underway. The occurrence percentage and the diversity of
fauna and flora are decreasing, while over the past century,
the human population has quintupled, fuel consumption has
increased sixteen-fold, fishing by a factor of 35, and economic
turnover forty-fold. We must ask ourselves: for whom? There
are only five times more people than there were a hundred
years ago. GDP is the standard against which everything is
measured, but today's young people are no longer laughing:
the empty world is over, its paradigm must be replaced as
soon as possible by the new: the full world.

It is a need to perceive, sort, harmonize, and reconnect the
parts of our experiences that drive us to try to understand the
underlying reality of life.
We are creating a visual time capsule; we’re capturing the
past for the future. And we cannot imagine any other means
than the image to so clearly show our present condition to
future generations on Earth.
We perceive the environment in which we film and
photograph as a paradise and feel privileged that through this
time capsule, this high-quality yet straightforward record of
the untouched places on Earth, we can stand in good stead
for future generations. It is our firm belief that our work is
meaningful not only for our contemporaries but above all for
all who will come after us.

More recently, we gained a deeper understanding of Darwin's
evolutionary theory. Although we certainly acknowledge that
one of the mechanisms of natural development is
competition, only at selected universities is another
mechanism finally being taught: the reduction of competition
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Libor Spacek
The director, cinematographer (DoP),
photographer, pilot and cameraman
for drone (UAS), scuba instructor
(SSI), yacht captain, environmentalist
and nature conservationist interested
in shooting pure nature, wildlife,
marine life, specialist aimed at
monitoring and protecting the
underwater world of our blue planet,
etc.

Petra Dolezalova
The photographer, writer, journalist,
producer. She is experienced in public
relations with a demonstrated history
of working in the automotive industry
(Volvo). Advanced scuba diver (SSI),
environmentalist and conservationist
interested in shooting nature, wildlife,
marine life, projects focusing on the
natives and their rituals, etc.
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The partners of the Escape to Paci c projec
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